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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The West Ohio Street Bridge carries West Ohio Street over the Norfolk Southern Railroad in 

Allegheny Commons Park on the city’s North Side. The railroad traverses the park in a 

depressed corridor. In 1905, a pony truss bridge was constructed, the original bridge was 

severely deteriorated and in need of replacement. 

The railroad corridor and park are historic resources eligible for inclusion on the National 

Register of Historic Places, and the bridge is contributing element to both resources. There are 

also several historic districts in the neighborhood around the park. Under a ruling by the state 

Public Utility Commission and subsequent court rulings, the City was required to replace the 

bridge and increase the vertical clearance under the bridge from 19 to 22 feet in order to be in 

compliance with current railroad design policy in Pennsylvania. The replacement had to 

consider the historic significance and parkland context of the site. 

Michael Baker and the City worked with stakeholders in the neighborhood and consulting 

parties that have an interest in the project’s impact on historic resources to develop and 

evaluate alternatives, including different options to replace or reconstruct the bridge while 

avoiding or minimizing impacts to the extent feasible. This coordination program included a 

stakeholder meeting, three consulting meetings, and a public meeting. The process resulted in 

the City selecting a preferred replacement alternative that is narrower than the existing bridge 

and reuses its abutments to reduce impacts on the railroad corridor and park while still meeting 

the project’s critical transportation needs. 

ROLE OF THE FIRM ON THE PROJECT 

Michael Baker’s services included site investigation, preliminary bridge and roadway design, 

alternatives analysis, preparation of environmental and Section 4(f) analysis and documents, 

Section 106 historic resource analysis and documents, traffic studies, street lighting design, 

drainage design, landscape design, utility coordination, water and sewer line relocation design, 

public involvement, final design, and construction phase services. 
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ROLE OF OTHER CONSULTANTS PARTICIPATING ON THE PROJECT 

AWK Consulting Engineers – Geotechnical Services 

Monaloh Basin Engineers – Surveys and ROW Plan 

Keystone Acquisitions – ROW Acquisition Services 

John J. Clark Associates – Public Involvement 

Santangelo and Lindsay – Lighting Design 

Pashek + MTR – Landscape Design 

 

COMPLEXITY 

The project faced and solved several complex challenges.  The existing bridge clearance to the 

Norfolk Southern Railway tracks was insufficient for the use of double-stack trains (trains using 

a flat-car with shipping containers stacked on top of one another).  But the project purpose to 

raise that vertical clearance had the conflicting goal of not affecting the park with surface area 

disturbances, which would in general take away from usable level space in the park by 

increasing the area of sloping fill supporting the approaches, and also encroaching on the 

London plane trees situated near the structure.  The use of a vertical curve across the structure, 

without a tangent greatly reduced the encroachment both in height and distance along the 

approach roadway by reaching the original grade in a shorter distance than a profile that used a 

tangent section across the bridge proper.  Some of the encroachment on the trees in the park 

was eliminated by using a moment slab with toe wall, since this would limit the disturbance to 

the existing ground and tree roots as compared to the construction of a full retaining wall with 

footing.  Beyond the end of the moment slab a mowable slope would still stretch far enough 

out from the approach roadway to be of a concern to the City of Pittsburgh’s urban forester.  

With coordination with the urban forester, our sub-consultant Pashek + MTR was able to 

mitigate the encroachment on the trees by providing a tree aeration detail, combined with root 

pruning, that would maintain healthy trees in the park. 
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The attachment of several utilities was a challenge to the project.  In particular the attachment 

of a 20-inch gas line between girder lines was difficult due to the shallow depth of the girders.  

Since the goal was to increase clearance and reduce encroachment, the shallowest structure 

possible was the most desirable.  Special details for these 

attachments were required since the standard 

attachment details would not keep the bottom of the 

utility above the bottom of beam as required by 

PennDOT standards.  This was solved by supporting 

underneath the 20-inch using specially detailed 

diaphragms with utility rollers attached to the bottom 

flanges. 

 

NEW APPLICATION of EXISTING 

TECHNIQUES/ORIGINALITY/INNOVATION 

The use of geometric camber in the steel welded plate girders enabled Michael Baker to meet 

the needs of increasing vertical clearance over the Norfolk Southern Railway while reducing the 

encroachment on the Allegheny Commons Park.  By using a 3.57-inch vertical geometric 

camber the roadway profile was able to tie-in to existing grade 52 feet sooner on the near side 

and 38 feet sooner on the far side.  This was a total savings of 90’ of approach roadway affected 

by increased vertical profile. 

SOCIAL/ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

As the first of a series in increased vertical clearance bridges the West Ohio Street and Ridge 

Avenue Bridges Project will eventually allow the railroad to run double-stack trains per the 

order of the Pennsylvania Utility Commission (PUC).  The process allows a single train to carry 

as much freight as hundreds of trucks. Many bridges and tunnels have been upgraded 

throughout most of America’s 140,000-mile freight rail network, but it is a continuing effort. 

Since railroads are four times more fuel efficient than trucks, double stacking has helped reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions, while greatly increasing intermodal efficiency for the industry and 

customers alike. 
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SAFETY 

The completion of the West Ohio Street and Ridge Avenue Bridges Project improves safety for 

the citizens of the North Side community.  The existing bridge was load posted; the 

superstructure replacement can now carry full legal loads, allowing heavier vehicles to use the 

bridge, such as emergency service vehicles, school buses, and Port Authority buses. 

The desire for bicycle safety improvements was another item that the design advisory team 

(DAT) meetings made clear.  To assist in this desire for additional safety for bicyclists the typical 

section made allowance for a 6-foot bike lane with a 3’ buffer to protect bicyclist from regular 

vehicle traffic. 

 

This project was also responsible for the demolition of the Ridge Place bridge.  This bridge was 

rated as a 0 “imminent failure” in the NBIS system. Due to this rating, it was not possible to use 

the Ridge Place bridge as the pedestrian detour, and therefore a temporary pedestrian bridge 

was utilized to span over the Ridge Place bridge in place.  This way no load was transferred to 

the existing superstructure, but otherwise the abutments and approach sidewalks were able to 

be used for the pedestrian detour.   
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AESTHETICS and SUSTAINABLE FEATURES 

The replacement of the West Ohio Street Bridge involved a complex public and consulting party 

process because of the project’s historically significant setting. Both the West Ohio Street 

Bridge and the adjacent Ridge Avenue Bridge were eligible for the National Register of Historic 

Places (NRHP) as contributors to two historic districts: the NRHP-listed Allegheny Commons and 

the NRHP-eligible Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, & Chicago Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad.  In 

addition, the project corridor is bordered by the Allegheny West Historic District and the 

Mexican War Streets Historic District. Michael Baker also coordinated project design review 

with the City of Pittsburgh’s Historic Review Commission because the project was partly located 

within Allegheny Commons, which is a locally designated Historic Site.  Michael Baker’s staff of 

architectural historians and bridge engineers worked closely with consulting parties and other 

project stakeholders to develop a bridge that is sensitive to its historic setting. In order to 

mitigate adverse effects caused by the project, Michael Baker led a Design Advisory Team made 

up of community members.  The resulting bridge design features a narrowed bridge width and 

slightly arched girders in order to minimize fill slopes in the adjacent park and impacts to trees. 

Other design highlights include the restoration and reuse of the stone pylons from the 1905 

West Ohio Street and Ridge Avenue bridges at the entrance to the new bridge, the use of 

paneled concrete elements on the bridge deck and retaining walls inspired by a historic railroad 

pedestrian bridge once located nearby in the park, and the installation of custom designed 

ornamental railings inspired by the intersecting arch design of those on the 1905 West Ohio 

Street Bridge. 
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MEETING AND EXCEEDING OWNER’S/CLIENT’S NEEDS 

The project fully met the client’s goals and objectives by efficiently replacing the superstructure 

and rehabilitating the substructure eliminating an adjacent structurally deficient structure.  This 

was done while also improving the safety features approaching the bridge.  The result is a safe 

and efficient means of moving all different types of traffic, vehicle, pedestrian, bicyclist and rail. 

The selected alternative for the bridge with steel welded plate girders allowed for the 

geometric camber required by the selected profile. 

Overall, the Michael Baker fully met client’s needs and goals by efficiently replacing the 

superstructure and rehabilitating the substructure while improving the safety features 

approaching the bridge.  

 

Completion Date: 12/17/2021 

Total Project Budget: $6,250,000 

 


